Adolescent Online Safety: A matter of risk prevention or risk resilience?

ABSTRACT

Adolescent online safety is often equated to risk prevention, which focuses on reducing risk exposure (e.g., information privacy breaches, cyberbullying, sexual solicitations, and exposure to explicit content) by enhanced parental mediation, promoting privacy awareness, and invoking privacy invasive restriction and monitoring software that are designed to shield teens from encountering online risks. Such approaches tend to be very parent-centric and do not take into account the developmental needs and experiences of our youth. On one hand, we are telling teens they need to care about their online privacy in order to stay safe, and on the other, we are taking their privacy away. On all accounts, we assume teens have no personal agency when it comes to their own online safety, and that they cannot effectively manage online risks by themselves. In contrast, developmental psychologists have shown that some level of autonomy and risk-seeking behaviors are a natural and necessary part of adolescent developmental growth. In fact, shielding teens from any and all online risks may actually be detrimental to this process. Therefore, my research takes a more teen-centric approach to understanding adolescent online risk experiences, how teens cope with these risks, and ultimately challenges some of the assumptions that have been made about how to protect teens online. Further, my research shows that parents are not authoritative figures when it comes to the risks their teens are experiencing online; thus, an over-reliance on parental mediation to ensure teen online safety may be problematic. Thus, we may want to move toward new approaches that empower teens by enhancing their risk-coping, resilience, and self-regulatory behaviors, so that they can learn to more effectively protect themselves from online risks.
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